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"Pay attention to What you do to me,
already a candidate for Summer-smashit
2003. Unique sound, unique band, highly
recommended!"

(Live XS)

" .. the characteristic sound is what's most
charming about this cd"

(OOR)

"Rotterdam can be very proud on this great
band, who are definitely going to make it"

(Fret)

Legends in our Mind previously performed
75 times in venues like Nighttown
(supporting Nada Surf), Waterfront, Off
Corso, Winston Kingdom, Simplon and
many others in the Netherlands, Germany,
Czech Rep. and Poland.

Dutch rockband Legends in our Mind may be regarded as
Rotterdams' worst kept secret. For almost two years now, the
band traveled around the country and part of Europe to do
what they're best at : blowing minds, breaking hearts, and
leaving burning tracks when they get off stage afterwards.
Three boys met each other after years filled with adventures
that brought them along ska, punk, reggae, metalcore. With
their minds more than ever set to the purity of music, they
produce an ever increasing number of songs that can be
pushed under labels like rock 'n roll, emo, wave - if you wish
to push them under a label anyway. The always present
influence by rockmonsters like U2, The Police and Muse is
added by a touch of flavour of the week (currently being
Dredg, Ours, Perfect Circle).
The band has had over 75 performances since 2003 in
venues like Nighttown (supporting Nada Surf ), Waterfront,
Rotown, Winston Kingdom, Simplon and on occasions such
as GPZH and the Kyjovski Festival (CZ). Since march '03, the
band has added an acoustic set to their catalogue. With this
addition, Legends in our Mind can play on any stage, at every
streetcorner, anywhere on the planet. With an extra guitar
player the typical LioM-sound is translated into a similar, yet
different feel.
Legends in our Mind had a very succesful European tour
that lead them through Germany, Czech Republic and
Poland. They will be returning to those countries on their
short European tour in april 2004. After that, the band will
continue their work in the studio to record material that
should result in the successor of 'Living for Today', their first
release that sold 1000 copies in the Rotterdam area.
Three confident musician form a ambitious band - eager to
make the best music around, and eager to perform that.

